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Abstract
The compromise e¤ect arises when options near the “middle” of a choice set are more appealing. The compromise e¤ect poses conceptual and practical problems for economic research:
by in‡uencing choices, it distorts revealed preferences, biasing researchers’inferences about deep
(i.e., domain general) preferences. We propose and estimate an econometric model that disentangles and identi…es both deep preferences and the context-dependent compromise e¤ect. We
demonstrate our method using data from an experiment with 550 participants who made choices
over lotteries from multiple price lists. Following prior work, we manipulate the compromise
e¤ect by varying the middle options of each multiple price list and then estimate risk preferences
without modelling the compromise e¤ect. These naïve parameter estimates are not robust: they
change as the compromise e¤ect is manipulated. To eliminate this bias, we incorporate the
compromise e¤ect directly into our econometric model. We show that this method generates
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robust estimates of risk preference parameters that are no longer sensitive to compromise-e¤ect
manipulations. This method can be applied to other settings that exhibit the compromise e¤ect.

Keywords: compromise e¤ect, cumulative prospect theory, loss aversion, risk preferences
JEL Classi…cation: B49, D03, D14, D83, G11
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Introduction
The compromise e¤ ect arises when options in a choice set can be ordered on common dimen-

sions or attributes (such as price, quantity, size, or intensity), and decision makers tend to select
the options in the “middle” of the choice set. For example, suppose a group of adults were asked
whether they wanted a free nature hike of either 1 mile or 4 miles. Now suppose that a di¤erent,
otherwise identical group were asked whether they preferred a free nature hike of 1, 4, or 7 miles.
A compromise e¤ect could lead to a greater fraction of respondents choosing 4 miles in the second choice set (see Simonson 1989 for a closely related empirical result and Kamenica 2008 for a
discussion of microfoundations).
The compromise e¤ect poses conceptual and practical problems for economic research. By in‡uencing choices, the compromise e¤ect distorts revealed preferences, biasing researchers’inferences
about deep (i.e., domain general) preferences.1
In this paper, we propose and estimate an econometric model that disentangles and separately
identi…es both the deep preferences and the (situational) compromise e¤ect that is in‡uencing the
expression of those deep preferences.2 To demonstrate our approach, we conduct a laboratory
experiment with 550 participants in which we elicit risk preferences using a multiple price list
(MPL). We study this context because, despite the limitations of the MPL procedure, it is among
the most commonly used methods to elicit preferences in the economics literature (e.g., Holt and
Laury 2002, Harrison, List, and Towe 2007, Andersen, Harrison, Lau, and Rutström 2008)3 and
because the compromise e¤ect has been carefully and robustly documented already in the context
of inferring risk preferences using an MPL (Birnbaum 1992, Harrison, Lau, Rutström, and Sullivan
2005, Andersen, Harrison, Lau, and Rutström 2006, Harrison, Lau, and Rutström 2007).4
The screenshot below is drawn from our own experiment and is typical of MPL experiments.
In this example, a participant is asked to make seven binary choices. Each of the seven choices is
1

Throughout, we assume that stable, “deep” preferences exist. An alternative (psychological) tradition views
preferences as “constructed” and inherently unstable from one choice to the next (e.g., Slovic, 1995).
2
Our approach follows a long tradition of modeling multiple mechanisms simultaneously, because the omission of
one mechanism biases the estimation of the other mechanisms (omitted variable bias).
3
We are not taking sides in the debate about the external validity of MPL procedures. Instead, we are showing how
our method improves internal validity. Other procedures (e.g., the convex time budget for eliciting time preferences;
Andreoni and Sprenger, 2012) that might similarly be a¤ected by the compromise e¤ect could also bene…t from
application of our method.
4
We use the term compromise e¤ect as short-hand for a bias toward the middle option, which is what these papers
document.
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between a gamble and a sure-thing alternative. The gamble doesn’t change across the seven rows,
while the sure-thing alternative varies from high to low.

A subject who displayed a strong compromise e¤ect would act as if she were indi¤erent between
the gamble and the sure-thing in the middle row, which is row (d). Such indi¤erence would imply
that she is risk seeking because the gamble has a lower expected value than the sure thing in row
(d). In this example, a strong compromise e¤ect would lead a participant who may otherwise be
risk-averse to make risk-seeking choices.
Following prior work (Birnbaum 1992, Harrison, Lau, Rutström, and Sullivan 2005, Andersen,
Harrison, Lau, and Rutström 2006, Harrison, Lau, and Rutström 2007, and Harrison, List, and
Towe 2007), we experimentally vary the middle option using scale manipulations. Speci…cally, we
hold the lowest and highest alternatives of the MPL …xed and manipulate the locations of the
…ve intermediate outcomes within the scale. For example, compare the screenshot above to the
screenshot that follows, which has new alternatives in rows (b) through (e), although rows (a) and
(f) are the same. With respect to this second MPL, an agent who acts as if the middle option, row
(d), is her indi¤erence point would be judged to be risk averse.

4

In our experiment, each participant is exposed to one of …ve di¤erent scale treatment conditions.
To econometrically disentangle risk preferences from the compromise e¤ect, we augment a
discrete-choice model with additional parameters that represent a penalty for choosing a switch
point further from the middle. Note that our approach of incorporating the compromise e¤ect into
the econometric model is di¤erent from including treatment-condition indicators as controls. Simply controlling for treatment condition would not identify domain-general preferences because the
compromise e¤ect can in‡uence choices in every treatment condition (i.e., there is no benchmark,
compromise e¤ect-free treatment condition).
The deep preferences we study in the current paper are prospect-theoretic preferences over risky
lotteries (e.g., Tversky and Kahneman 1992, Wakker 2010, Bruhin, Fehr-Duda, and Epper 2010).
Our ex-ante hypotheses focus on two parameters: curvature
gains and risk seeking over losses) and loss aversion

(which captures risk aversion over

(which captures the degree to which people

dislike losses more than they like gains).5 Our analysis yields three main …ndings.
First, our estimates of the compromise-e¤ect parameters replicate the …ndings from earlier
work that participants have a bias toward choosing a switch point in the middle rows of the MPL
(e.g., Harrison, Lau, Rutström, and Sullivan 2005; see other references above). Moreover, our
quantitative estimates indicate that the bias is sizeable; we estimate that the attractiveness of the
middle rows relative to the extreme rows represents 17%-23% of the prospects’monetary value.
Second, when we estimate the prospect-theory model without controls for the compromise e¤ect,
the scale manipulations have a very powerful e¤ect on the (mis-) estimated preference parameters.
In particular, the compromise e¤ect is strong enough to cause us to estimate either risk seeking
(as predicted by prospect theory) or risk aversion (the opposite of what is predicted by prospect
theory) in the loss domain, depending on the scale manipulations. The compromise e¤ect is also
strong enough that, when manipulated, it can make behavior look as if there is no loss aversion.
Third, when we estimate the prospect-theory parameters while including additional structural
parameters to capture the compromise e¤ect, our estimates of
5

and

are robust across the …ve

We predicted that our scaling manipulations would not substantially change the estimated parameters of the
probability weighting function, because the prospects all have “probability-‡ipped” variants: i.e., for each MPL
featuring a prospect with probability p of monetary outcome xH and probability 1 p of monetary outcome xL , the
experiment includes another MPL featuring a probability-‡ipped prospect with probability 1 p of outcome xH and
probability p of outcome xL . Scaling manipulations will have (approximately) o¤setting e¤ects with respect to the
probability weighting function for these two probability-‡ipped prospects.

5

scale treatment conditions. (When estimating the model pooling all of our experimental data, our
estimates are ^ = 0:24 and ^ = 1:31, which falls within the range of estimates in the existing
literature, albeit with ^ toward the lower end of the range.) The robustness of these preferenceparameter estimates implies that they are not biased by the compromise e¤ect.
In addition to the scale manipulations described above, we also study the e¤ect of telling
experimental participants the expected value of the risky prospects. We hypothesized that this
manipulation would anchor the participants on the expected value, thereby nudging their preferences toward risk neutrality. However, we …nd that expected value information does not a¤ect
measured risk aversion nor measured loss aversion.6
A limitation of our experiment is that only one out of its four parts (i.e., sets of questions) is
incentivized. Reassuringly, all of our results still hold when we restrict attention to the incentivized
data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss our experimental design.
In Section 3, we describe our econometric discrete-choice model, which incorporates the compromise
e¤ect. In Section 4, we list and discuss the …ve formal hypotheses that we test. In Section 5, we
report the results of the estimation of our model, and we test the robustness of the estimates to
the scale manipulations. Section 6 parallels Section 5 but examines the prospect-theory model
without controls for the compromise e¤ect. Section 7 estimates the economic magnitude and
importance of the compromise e¤ect in our data. Section 8 discusses the results of our expected
value manipulation. Section 9 concludes.

2

Experiment

2.1

Design

Throughout the experiment, we employ the Multiple Price List (MPL) elicitation method (Holt
and Laury, 2002).7 At the top of each computer screen, a …xed prospect is presented. The …xed
6

Our null e¤ect echoes the …ndings of Lichtenstein, Slovic, and Zink (1969) and Montgomery and Adelbratt (1982).
However, Harrison and Rutström (2008) do …nd that providing expected value information signi…cantly decreases risk
aversion. The di¤erence may arise because the prospects in their experiment are relatively complex, each involving
four possible outcomes (vs. one or two in our experiment).
7
While our procedure is a Multiple Price List according to conventional usage of the term, it is not the same as
Holt and Laury’s (2002) procedure. Holt and Laury o¤er their participants choices between gambles that vary in the
probability of the good outcome. In contrast, as illustrated by the screenshots in the Introduction, our alternatives
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prospect is usually a non-degenerate lottery; it is “…xed”in the sense that it is an option in all of the
binary choices on that screen. (The …xed prospect changes across screens.) On each screen, seven
binary choices are listed below the …xed prospect. Each binary choice is made between the …xed
prospect (at the top of the screen) and what we refer to as an alternative (or alternative prospect).
The alternatives vary within a screen, with one alternative for each of the seven binary choices. In
some (but not all) cases, the alternatives are sure things. Screenshots of the experiment are shown
in the Introduction as well as in the Appendix, and the original instructions of the experiment are
shown in the Online Appendix.
Our set-up for eliciting risk preferences is standard. Indeed, we designed many details of our
experiment— such as giving participants choices between a …xed prospect and seven alternatives—
to closely follow Tversky and Kahneman’s (1992; henceforth T&K) experiment in their paper that
introduced Cumulative Prospect Theory (CPT). Moreover, our set of …xed prospects is identical
to the set used by T&K. Further mimicking T&K’s procedure, our computer program enforces
consistency in the participants’choices by requiring participants to respond monotonically to the
seven choices on the screen.8 Our algorithm for generating the seven alternatives is explained in
Section 2.2 and in the Online Appendix, where we also list the complete set of …xed prospects and
alternatives.9
Each participant faces a total of 64 screens in the experiment, each of which contains seven
choices between a …xed prospect and alternatives. There are four types of screens that di¤er from
each other in the kinds of prospects and alternatives they present. To make it easier for participants
to correctly understand the choices we are presenting to them, we divide the experiment into four
are sure-things (not gambles). Accordingly, across the rows we vary the value of the sure-thing alternative.
8
More precisely, participants have to select only two circles: the one corresponding to the worst alternative outcome
they prefer to the …xed prospect and the one corresponding to the …xed prospect in the following row. An auto-…ll
feature of the computer program …lls in the other circles. This procedure is a version of the “Switching MPL” (or
“sMPL”) design discussed by Andersen et al. (2006), in which participants are asked to choose at which row they
want to switch.
9
Our procedure di¤ers from T&K’s in three important ways. First, our algorithm for generating the seven
alternative outcomes necessarily di¤ers from theirs because theirs is described in too little detail to exactly imitate
it (and the actual values are not reported). Second, while their gambles were all hypothetical, our “Part A” gambles
(discussed below) were incentivized. Third, for each screen, T&K implement a two-step procedure for identifying
risk preferences: after …nding the point at which participants switch from preferring the alternative outcomes to
preferring the …xed prospect, they have the participant make choices between the …xed prospect and a second set
of seven alternative outcomes, linearly spaced between a value 25% higher than the lowest amount accepted in the
…rst set and a value 25% lower than the highest amount rejected. We avoid this two-step procedure (which Harrison,
Lau and Rutström, 2007, call an “Iterative Multiple Price List”), partly because it takes more experimental time to
implement and partly to ensure that our experiment is incentive compatible.
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sequential parts (each with its own instruction screen), with each part containing a single type of
…xed prospect and a single type of alternative. The order of the screens is randomized within each
part, with half the participants completing the screens in one order, and the other half completing
the screens in the reverse order.
In Part A, the …xed prospects are in the gain domain, and the alternatives are sure gains
(as in the example screens in the Introduction). There are 28 …xed prospects that di¤er both in
probabilities and money amounts, which range from $0 to $400. The seven alternatives for each
…xed prospect range from the …xed prospect’s certainty equivalent for a CRRA expected-utilitymaximizer with CRRA parameter

= 0:99 to the certainty equivalent for

seeking).10 Because the range of estimates of

=

1 (which is risk

in the literature falls well within this interval (Booij,

van Praag, and Kullen, 2010), the interval likely covers the relevant range of alternatives for the
participants. Each participant is told that there is a 1/6 chance that one of his or her choices in
Part A will be randomly selected and implemented for real stakes at the end of the experiment.
The expected payout for a risk-neutral participant who rolls a 6 is about $100. The remaining
parts of the experiments involve hypothetical stakes.
In Part B, the …xed prospects now have outcomes in the loss domain, and the alternatives are
sure losses. The 28 prospects and alternatives in Part B are identical to those in Part A but with
all dollar amounts multiplied by -1.
Parts C and D depart somewhat from the baseline format of our experiment, in that the
alternatives are now risky prospects rather than sure things.11 Moreover, in Part C, the …xed
prospect is the degenerate prospect of a sure thing of $0 and is not listed at the top of each screen.
The seven alternatives on each of the four screens in Part C are mixed prospects that have a 50%
10

We use = 0:99, rather than = 1, to generate our lowest alternative outcomes because = 1 corresponds to
log utility and implies a certainty equivalent of $0 for any prospect with a chance of a $0 outcome, regardless of how
small the probability of that $0 outcome is.
11
K&T designed Parts C and D primarily to measure loss aversion.
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chance of a loss and 50% chance of a gain. For example, one of the screens in Part C is:

On any given screen, the amount of the possible loss is …xed, and the seven mixed prospects involve
di¤erent amounts of the possible gain. Part C has four screens, each with a di¤erent loss amount:
$25, $50, $100, and $150.
Part D also comprises four screens, each containing choices between a …xed 50%-50% risky
prospect and seven alternative 50%-50% risky prospects. On two of the four screens, both the …xed
prospect and the alternatives are mixed prospects, i.e., one possible outcome is a gain and the other
is a loss, as in the following:

On the other two screens, the …xed and the alternative prospects involve only gains.12 On any
given screen, one of the two possible realizations of the alternative prospect is …xed, and the seven
choices on the screen involve di¤erent amounts of the other possible realization of that prospect.
For each screen in Parts C and D, the alternative prospects range from the amount that would
make an individual with linear utility, no probability distortion, and loss insensitivity (

= 0)

indi¤erent to the …xed prospect to the amount that would make an individual with loss aversion
12
K&T designed these two screens as placebo tests for loss aversion; we therefore do not use the data from these
screens in our estimation.

9

= 3 indi¤erent.
After Parts A-D, participants complete a brief questionnaire that asks age, race, educational
background, standardized test scores, ZIP code of permanent residence, and parents’ income (if
the participant is a student) or own income (if not a student). It also asks a few self-reported
behavioral questions, including general willingness to take risks and frequency of gambling.

2.2

Treatments

As detailed below, the experiment has a 5

2 design, with …ve “Pull” treatments, which vary

the set of alternatives, crossed with two “EV”treatments, which vary whether the expected value of
the prospects is displayed or not. Each participant is randomly assigned to one of the ten treatment
cells and remains in this cell for all screens and all parts (A-D) of the experiment.
The Pull treatments allow us to assess whether the compromise e¤ect impacts measured risk
and loss preferences. The …ve treatments are identical in the set of …xed prospects and in the …rst
and seventh alternative on each screen but di¤er from each other in the intermediate (the second
through sixth) alternatives. For instance, in Part A for the illustrative …xed prospect above in
the screenshots in the Introduction— a 10% chance of gaining $100 and a 90% chance of gaining
$50— the alternatives (a) through (g) are shown in the positive half of Figure 1 for all …ve Pull
treatments.
The …ve treatments are labeled Pull -2, Pull -1, Pull 0, Pull 1, and Pull 2. In the Pull 0
treatment, the alternatives are evenly spaced, aside from rounding to the nearest $0.10, from the
low amount of $53.60 to the high amount of $57.00. In the Pull 1 and the Pull 2 treatments, the
intermediate alternatives are more densely concentrated at the monetary amounts closer to zero.
These treatments are designed to resemble T&K’s experiment, in which the second through sixth
alternatives are “logarithmically spaced between the extreme outcomes of the prospect” (T&K,
p. 305). Conversely, in the Pull -1 and Pull -2 treatments, the intermediate alternatives are more
densely concentrated at the monetary amounts farther from zero. Pull 2 and Pull -2 are more skewed
than Pull 1 and Pull -1. We refer to the di¤erent treatments as “Pulls” to convey the intuition
that they pull the distributions of the intermediate alternatives toward zero (for the positive Pulls)
or away from zero (for the negative Pulls).

10
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FIGURE 1. Alternative outcomes by Pull treatment for example screens. The right side of the …gure shows alternative outcomes by Pull treatment for an
example screen from Part A with a …xed prospect o¤ering a 10% chance of gaining $100 and a 90% chance of gaining $50. The left side of the …gure shows
alternative outcomes by Pull treatment for an example screen from Part B with a …xed prospect o¤ering a 10% chance of losing $100 and a 90% chance of
losing $50.

Analogously, in Parts C and D, Pull 1 and Pull 2 pull the distribution of the varying amounts
of the intermediate alternative prospect on each screen toward zero, and Pull -1 and Pull -2 do the
opposite. The Online Appendix describes the precise algorithm we use to determine the second
through sixth alternatives and shows the complete set of …xed prospects and alternatives for each
Pull treatment and for each part of the experiment.
The EV treatments di¤er in whether or not we inform participants about the expected values of
the prospects. Because we anticipated that many participants would be unfamiliar with the concept
of expected value, simple language is used in the “EV treatment” to describe it. For instance, in
Part A, the following appears below the …xed prospect at the top of the screen: “On average, you
would gain $55 from taking this gamble.”

2.3

Procedures and Sample

The experiment was run online from March 11 to March 20, 2010. Our sample was drawn from
the Harvard Business School Computer Lab for Experimental Research’s (CLER) online subject
pool database. This database contains several thousand participants nationwide who are available
to participate in online studies. Participants had to be at least 18 years old, eligible to receive
payment in the U.S., and not on Harvard University’s regular payroll. They are mainly recruited
through ‡yer postings around neighboring campuses.
At the launch of the experiment, the CLER lab posted a description to advertise the experiment
to the members of the online subject pool database. Any member of the pool could then participate
until a sample size of 550 was reached. Each participant was pseudo-randomly assigned to one
Pull and to one EV treatment to ensure that our treatments were well-balanced. A total of 521
participants completed all four parts of the experiment. The mean response time for the participants
who completed the experiment in less than one hour was 32 minutes.13
In addition to the above-described incentive payment for Part A, participants were paid a total
of $5 if they began the experiment; $7 if they completed Part A; $9 if they completed Parts A
and B; $11 if they completed Parts A, B, and C; and $15 if they completed all four parts of the
experiment.
13

Participants were allowed to complete the experiment in more than one session, so response times were longer
than 24 hours for some. Of the 497 participants for whom we have response time data, 405 took less than one hour.

12

3

Model and Estimation

3.1

Baseline CPT Model

We assume that participants’deep preferences can be modeled according to CPT. For prospect
P = (xH ; pH ; xL ; pL ) with probability pH of monetary outcome xH and probability pL = 1

pH of

monetary outcome xL , we assume that utility has the form:
8
>
>
!(pH ) u (xH ) + (1 !(pH )) u (xL )
>
>
<
U (P ) =
!(pL )
u ( xL ) (1 !(pL ))
>
>
>
>
: !(pH ) u (xH ) !(pL )
u ( xL )

(1)

if 0 < xL < xH
u ( xH )

9
>
>
>
>
=

if xL < xH < 0 > ;
>
>
>
if xL < 0 < xH ;

where ! ( ) is the cumulative probability weighting function and satis…es ! (0) = 0 and ! (1) = 1,
u ( ) is the Bernoulli utility function and satis…es u(0) = 0, and

is the coe¢ cient of loss aversion.

We assume that u ( ) takes the CRRA (a.k.a. “power utility”) form, u(x) =

x1
1

, as is standard in

the literature on CPT (e.g., Trepel, Fox, and Poldrack, 2005; T&K).
We use the Prelec (1998) probability weighting function:

!(p) = exp(

where

,

> 0. The

and

( log(p)) );

parameters regulate the curvature and the elevation of !(p),

respectively.14

3.2

Modeling the Compromise E¤ect

We model the compromise e¤ect by assuming that, in addition to their deep CPT preferences,
participants su¤er a loss in utility from choosing a switchpoint farther from the middle row on
the screen. Formally, recall that on each screen q of the experiment, a participant makes choices
between a …xed prospect, denoted Pqf , and seven alternatives presented in decreasing order of
monetary payo¤, denoted Pq1 , Pq2 , ..., Pq7 .15 Following Hey and Orme (1994), we use a Fechner
14

As a robustness check, we estimated the model with T&K’s probability weighting function (with the data from
1
all parts of the experiment): !(p) = p =(p + (1 p) ) . The results presented below are robust to the use of this
alternative function (see the Online Appendix for details).
15
In Part C, the alternative prospects are presented in increasing order of monetary payo¤. We ignore this subtlety
here for expositional purposes.
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error speci…cation and assume that on any screen q, the participant chooses Pqi over Pqf if and
only if
U (Pqi )

(2)

+ ci + "qA >

q

U (Pqf )

+ "qf

()

q

"q <

U (Pqi )

U (Pqf )

+ ci ,

q

where ci is a constant that depends on the row i in which the alternative Pqi appears,

q

is

parameter to regulate the relative importance of the utility function vs. the other arguments, and
"qf , "qA , and "q are preference shocks that vary across (but not within) screens. We assume that
"qf

"qA

"q

we assume that

3.3

N (0; 1). We refer to ci as the parameter for the compromise e¤ ect of row i,16 and
7 c
i=1 i

= 0.17

Estimation

We estimate the model via Maximum Likelihood Estimation, pooling participants together and
clustering the standard errors at the participant level. We impose the parameter restriction
We simplify the estimation in two ways. First, we reduce the number of
that

q

q

< 1.18

parameters by assuming

is identical for screens involving prospects of similar magnitudes.19 Second, we assume that

ci takes the quadratic functional form ci =

0

+

16

1

i+

2

i2 .20 With this functional form, the

As mentioned above, we view the compromise e¤ect as biasing the expression of the participants’ deep CPT
preferences. Accordingly, we view the ci parameters as nuisance parameters.
17
This assumption implies that the parameters for the compromise e¤ect do not on average bias participants
towards selecting either the alternative or the …xed prospect across the rows of a screen.
18
Fifteen of the 28 …xed prospects in Part A have a chance of yielding $0 (and likewise for Part B).
1 would
imply extremely risk-averse behavior with these 15 prospects, such that any positive alternative sure outcome would
always be preferred with probability 1. Every participant in the experiment made choices ruling out such extreme
risk aversion, except for one participant. That participant picked the alternative sure outcome in every single choice
in Part A. (As discussed below, we excluded from the estimation participants for whom the MLE did not converge
when estimated using only their data. This participant’s data were excluded as a result.)
19
More precisely, for Part A, we estimate a q parameter for each of …ve groups of screens. Screens are grouped
together based on the expected utility of their …xed prospects; the latter is calculated based on the parameter
estimates reported by Fehr-Duda and Epper (2012, Table 3) for their representative sample. We thus estimate
A;0 25 ,
A;25 50 ,
A;50 75 ,
A;75 100 ,
A;100+ , where
A;L H is for screens with a …xed prospect whose expected
value is between L and H. For Part B, we proceed analogously. We also estimate C;sm a ll and C;b ig for the two
smaller and the two larger prospects of Part C, respectively, and D for the two prospects of Part D.
We also attempted to estimate the model with a di¤erent q parameter for each screen. The results are robust to
that speci…cation when the data from Part A only are used. However, we encountered convergence problems when
estimating the model with the data from all parts of the experiment (because of the very large number of parameters
estimated simultaneously) and with the data from Part B (because the MLE maximization algorithm pushed the q
parameter for one of the screens toward in…nity).
20
An alternative would have been to assume a linear speci…cation for ci , but that would have constrained ci in the
middle row to equal zero— a feature of the results that bears directly on whether participants have a tendency to
switch in the middle row, as discussed below. The quadratic speci…cation is more ‡exible and does not impose this
constraint.
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7 c
i=1 i

constraint

= 0 implies a linear restriction among the parameters,

estimate the two parameters

1

and

0

=

4

20

1

2,

so we

2.

For each speci…cation, we produce three sets of estimates. First, we estimate , , and

(and

the other parameters) with data from all screens from Parts A-D.21 To do so, we assume that ,
,

are the same in the gain and loss domains. Note that

is then the coe¢ cient of relative risk

aversion in the gain domain and the coe¢ cient of relative risk seeking in the loss domain. Second,
we estimate

+,

+,

and

+

(and the other parameters) with data from Part A only (which only

includes questions in the gain domain and is incentivized). Lastly, we estimate

,

, and

(and the other parameters) with data from Part B only (which only includes questions in the loss
domain).
We exclude from the estimation data from participants for whom the MLE algorithm does
not converge22 when the CPT model without parameters for the compromise e¤ect is estimated
separately for each participant with data from Parts A-D. We identi…ed 28 such participants out
of a total of 521 participants who completed all parts of the experiment, and most of them had
haphazard response patterns.
To derive a likelihood function, …rst recall that the experimental procedure constrained participants to behave consistently: if a participant chooses Pqi over Pqf for some i > 1, then the
participant chooses Pqj over Pqf for all j < i. Hence the probability that the participant switches
from choosing the alternative when the alternative is Pqi to choosing the …xed prospect when the
alternative is Pq(i+1) is

Pr q;i;i+1

Pr (participant switches between Pqi and Pq(i+1) )
= Pr

U (Pq(i+1) )

U (Pqf )

+ ci+1 < "q <

U (Pqi )

q

=

U (Pqi )

U (Pqf )

+ ci

q

+ ci

q

where

U (Pqf )

U (Pq(i+1) )

U (Pqf )

+ ci+1 ;

q

( ) is the CDF of a standard normal random variable; the probability that the participant
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We drop the two screens of Part D that involve only positive outcomes (designed by T&K as placebo tests for
loss aversion) so that Parts C and D can be understood as primarily identifying ^ . Data from those two screens are
excluded from all estimations. Here and from now on, whenever we refer to "all screens from Parts A-D," we mean
all screens excluding these two.
22
To be precise, we exclude participants for whom the relative change in the coe¢ cient vector from one iteration
to the next is still greater than 1 10 4 after 500 iterations of the MLE algorithm.
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always chooses the …xed prospect is Pr q;

;1

1

((U (Pq1 ) U (Pqf ))=

q +c1 );

and the probability

that the participant always chooses the alternative over the …xed prospect is Pr q;7;
U (Pqf ))=

q + c7 ).

((U (Pq7 )

We assume that "q is drawn i.i.d. for each screen q in the set of screens, Q, faced

by a participant.
Thus, the likelihood function for any given participant p is:23

Lp =

Y

Y

(Pr q;i;i+1 )1fp switches between Pqi

and Pq;i+1 g

:

q2Q i=0;1;:::;7

The likelihood function for all the participants pooled together is

p P Lp ,

where P is the set of

participants.

4

Hypotheses
Having de…ned the model, we now articulate a number of hypotheses that we will test empirically

by estimating the model with the data from the experiment. Drawing on prior work (see the
Introduction for discussion), our starting point is the hypothesis that participants will be biased
toward switching close to the middle of the seven rows in the Multiple Price List.
Hypothesis 1: Estimates of ci will reveal a compromise e¤ect. Speci…cally, c^i will be positive
in the top rows, close to zero in the middle rows, and negative in the bottom rows, decreasing
monotonically from the …rst to the last row.
Note that a positive value of ci implies a bias in favor of choosing the alternative (which is
in column 2 of the MPL), and a negative value of ci implies a bias in favor of choosing the …xed
prospects (which is in column 1 of the MPL). So Hypothesis 1 implies a switch point that is biased
toward the middle row of the MPL.
Thus, the compromise e¤ect implies that measured risk aversion in the gain domain, as assessed
in Part A, will be systematically increased across the range of treatments from Pull -2 to Pull 2 (in
the model without the compromise e¤ect).24 For instance, consider the two example screenshots
23

For notational simplicity, we write Prq;0;1 for Prq; ;1 and Prq;7;8 for Prq;7; .
The foregoing is accurate in the context of CRRA preferences with no probability weighting function. However,
we estimate CPT preferences, which include a probability weighting function. Nonetheless, we believe that the logic
underlying the following hypotheses is robust to the inclusion of reasonable speci…cations of a probability weighting
function in the model.
24
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from the Introduction. The …rst screenshot illustrates the Pull -2 treatment. Since the intermediate
alternatives are shifted away from zero, the compromise e¤ect induces participants to choose an
indi¤erence point that is farther from zero, thereby implying a relatively low level of risk aversion. In
contrast, in the Pull 2 treatment, illustrated in the second screenshot, the intermediate alternatives
are shifted closer to zero. The compromise e¤ect causes participants to choose an indi¤erence point
that is closer to zero, thereby implying a relatively high level of risk aversion.
The hypothesized e¤ect of the Pull treatments on measured risk seeking in the loss domain is
analogous. Moving across the range of treatments from Pull -2 to Pull 2 is now hypothesized to
raise estimated risk seeking. For example, consider a …xed prospect that has outcomes in the loss
domain. In the Pull -2 treatment, the intermediate alternatives are all negative and shifted away
from zero, coaxing participants to choose an indi¤erence point that is farther from zero, thereby
implying a relatively low level of risk seeking. By contrast, in the Pull 2 treatment, the intermediate
alternatives are all negative and shifted relatively close to zero, coaxing participants to choose an
indi¤erence point that is closer to zero, thereby implying a relatively high level of risk seeking.
Similar considerations imply that moving across the range of treatments from Pull -2 to Pull 2
is predicted to reduce the level of estimated loss aversion.
We thus hypothesize that the compromise e¤ect a¤ects estimates of risk aversion and loss aversion in the traditional CPT model. In Section 3.2 above, we introduced a model that incorporates
parameters for the compromise e¤ect. If that model is properly speci…ed, we would expect the bias
induced by the compromise e¤ect to disappear and the estimates of risk aversion and loss aversion
to be similar across Pull treatments. In summary, we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 2.a: Estimates of relative risk aversion in the gain domain ( ,
seeking in the loss domain ( ,

+)

and relative risk

) from our model with the compromise e¤ect will not vary in Pull.

Hypothesis 2.b: Estimates of loss aversion ( ) from our model with the compromise e¤ect will not
vary in Pull.
Hypothesis 3.a: Estimates of ,

+,

and

from the model without the compromise e¤ect will be

increasing in Pull.
Hypothesis 3.b: Estimates of

from the model without the compromise e¤ect will be decreasing in
17

Pull.

5

Estimating the Compromise E¤ect and Risk Preferences Jointly
We begin by estimating our model with the compromise e¤ect. We focus our attention on

the curvature parameter

and the loss aversion parameter

because our ex ante hypotheses are

about these parameters. We do not interpret the results for the other parameters ( ,
q

, and the

parameters) because we did not have ex ante hypotheses, but we report the estimates for all

parameters in the Online Appendix.
Table 1 shows the estimates for our parameters of interest. The estimates of
the data from all parts together),

+

(obtained from

(obtained from the data from Part A only), and

from the data from Part B only) di¤er substantially from one another, ranging from ^ =

(obtained
0:106 to

^ + = 0:448. These estimates are broadly in line with existing estimates in the literature, although
is below what is typically found.25 Indeed, the estimate of

the estimate of

is signi…cantly

smaller than 0 at the 5% level, indicating risk aversion in the loss domain, which is the opposite
of what CPT predicts.
The estimate of

(obtained from the data from all parts together) is 1:311, on the lower end of

the range of loss aversion estimates in the literature.26 The estimates of the probability weighting
function parameters, ^ and ^ , are broadly in accord with …ndings from prior work.27
<INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE>
The sizeable di¤erence between the estimates in Parts A and B suggests that the assumption
that

,

, and

are the same in the gain and loss domains is unsupported by the data. We

nonetheless maintain this assumption when estimating the model with the data from all parts of
25

Booij, van Praag, and Kullen’s (2010) Table 1 reviews existing experimental estimates. Translated into the CRRA
functional form we estimate, the range of existing parameter estimates is ^ + 2 [ 0:01; :0:78] in the gain domain and
^ 2 [ 0:06; 0:39] in the loss domain.
26
Though T&K estimate to be 2:25, there is still no consensus about the value of in the literature. Among the
papers reviewed by Abdellaoui, Bleichrodt, and Paraschiv (2007, Tables 1 and 5), the range of loss aversion estimates
is ^ 2 [0:74; 8:27], and among the papers reviewed by Booij, van Praag, and Kuilen (2010, Table 1), the range is
^ 2 [1:07; 2:61].
27
Our estimates of
range from 0:564 to 0:690 and our estimates of
range from 0:858 to 1:471. Booij, van
Praag, and Kuilen’s (2010) Table 1 only lists three studies that estimated the two-parameter Prelec (1998) functional
form, and they only did so for prospects in the gain domain. The ranges of estimates are ^ + 2 [0:53; 1:05] and
^ + 2 [1:08; 2:12]. Hence, our ^ + estimate (obtained from the data from Part A only) falls below the lower end of the
range.
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the experiment because we are interested in studying ^ , and as Wakker (2010) points out, assuming
di¤erent parameters in the gain and loss domains makes the loss aversion parameter more di¢ cult
to interpret.28

5.1

Estimating the Compromise E¤ect

We now proceed to test Hypothesis 1, which predicts that the parameters for the compromise
e¤ect ci will be positive in the top rows, close to zero in the middle rows, and negative in the
bottom rows, and will decrease from the …rst to the last row.
The estimated ci ’s are calculated from the estimates of

1

and

2,

and their standard errors

and con…dence intervals are calculated using the delta method. Figure 2 shows the estimated ci for
each row i (the numerical values are listed in the Online Appendix). As can be seen, the estimated
ci ’s decline from row 1 (where c1 is large and positive) to row 7 (where c7 is large and negative),
and c4 is always relatively small (in fact, it is not signi…cantly di¤erent from 0 at the 5% level when
estimated with the data from Part A or Part B only). These results indicate that participants
tend to switch from choosing the alternative to choosing the …xed prospect toward the middle row.
Furthermore, the estimates of the

1

and

2

parameters reported in Table 1 are highly jointly

signi…cant: the p-value of the Wald test is less than 1

10

10 .

These results strongly support

Hypothesis 1 and are robust to restricting the data to the incentivized Part A only.
28

Wakker (2010, section 9.6) highlights two serious concerns with assuming di¤erent parameters in the gain and

loss domains if u+ (x) =

x1
1

+
+

and u (x) =

x1
1

and

+

u ( x)
,
u+ (x)

6=

. First, the ratio of disutility from a sure loss of x

is not uniformly equal to but instead depends on the value of x. Second,
to utility from a sure gain of x,
for any , there exists a range of x values for which this ratio is actually smaller than 1, which is the opposite of
loss aversion. These problems can make estimates of especially sensitive to exactly which prospects are used in the
experiment.
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FIGURE 2. Implied estimates of the parameters for the compromise e¤ect ci as a function of the
row i in which a choice appears. The standard errors and con…dence intervals are obtained with
the delta method. In the estimation, we parameterize the parameters for the compromise e¤ect
with the quadratic functional form ci = 0 + 1 i + 2 i2 , 7i=1 ci = 0, which is equivalent to
ci = 1 (i 4) + 2 (i2 20). Note that the con…dence intervals are smaller around the middle
rows because, by the delta method, var(^
ci )
(i 4)2 var(^ 1 ) + (i2 20)2 var(^ 2 ) (assuming

cov(^ 1 ; ^ 2 )

5.2

0).

Robustness of the Preference-Parameter Estimates from Joint Estimation

To test Hypotheses 2a and 2b, we begin by estimating the model with the compromise e¤ect
separately in the subsamples corresponding to each of the …ve Pull treatments.29 Figure 3 shows
estimates of

,

+

and

, with 95% con…dence intervals, for each subsample. Figure 4 shows

estimates of .
29

Though this may not at …rst be obvious, the parameters for the compromise e¤ect are identi…ed in these subsamples because the tendency to switch toward the middle row of the MPL is a feature of the data that is distinguishable
from CPT preferences, even within each subsample.
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FIGURE 3. Estimates of , + , and
by Pull treatment, from the model with the compromise e¤ect.
The negative estimates of
for Part B re‡ect risk aversion in the loss domain, unlike what CPT
predicts. ( is not estimated for Parts C and D only because these parts have few questions.)

As can be seen, the estimates of

+,

,

, and

do not di¤er substantially across Pull

treatments, consistent with Hypotheses 2a and 2b. To formally test for equality across treatments,
we estimate the model with all parameters speci…ed as linear functions of the Pull variable and of a
dummy that indicates if the participant was in the EV treatment. In other words, we substitute
in the utility function in (1) by

=

do likewise for , , and all the

q

0+

1

P ull +

2

EV ,

by

=

0+

parameters, and we test whether the

1

P ull +

2

EV , and

parameters are equal to

zero.30
30

As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6 below, which present estimates of , + ,
, and by Pull treatment from
the model without the compromise e¤ect, a linear speci…cation for the Pull variable is a reasonable approximation.
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FIGURE 4. Estimates of by Pull treatment from the
model with the compromise e¤ect, for Parts A-D together. ( cannot be estimated for Part A only or Part
B only because the questions in these parts are all in the
gain or loss domains. We do not estimate for Parts C
and D only because these parts have few questions.)

Table 2 shows the results. The three estimates of

1

are all close to zero, and none is statistically

distinguishable from zero (including the estimate from the incentivized Part A). We interpret these
estimates as providing more formal support for Hypothesis 2a. In contrast, the estimate of

1

is

signi…cantly di¤erent from zero at the 10% level, and its sign is consistent with what one would
expect from the Pull manipulation, which suggests that our model with the compromise e¤ect does
not perfectly control for this e¤ect. As we will see below, however, this estimate of

1

is much

smaller than the one obtained from the model without the compromise e¤ect, indicating that our
model with the compromise e¤ect substantially reduces the bias due to this e¤ect.
<INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE>
Taken together, we interpret the evidence as strongly supportive of Hypothesis 2a and also broadly
supportive of Hypothesis 2b. In other words, our model (2) yields robust estimates of the CPT parameters

and , both when estimated in the sample of all participants and within the subsamples

corresponding to each of the …ve Pull treatments.
22

6

Biases in Estimated Risk Preferences when the Compromise
E¤ect Is Omitted from the Model
We now proceed to estimate the CPT model without the compromise e¤ect, the version of the

model usually estimated by economists. As above, we focus our attention on

and ; results for

all parameters are presented in the Online Appendix.
Table 3 shows the estimates for selected parameters. The estimates of ,

+

and

are all

smaller in magnitude than those from the model with the compromise e¤ect (2), indicating less
curvature in the utility function. The estimate of

is not signi…cantly di¤erent from 0 anymore,

consistent with a linear utility function in the loss domain. The estimate of

is not signi…cantly

di¤erent from its value when estimated in the model with the compromise e¤ect.31
<INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE>
The parameter estimates all fall within the range of existing estimates in the literature (except for
^ + , which falls slightly below the range).
To test Hypotheses 3a and 3b, we proceed analogously as above and estimate the model without
the compromise e¤ect separately in the subsamples corresponding to each of the …ve Pull treatments.
As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6, the estimates di¤er substantially across Pull treatments. As
predicted by Hypotheses 3a and 3b, ^ , ^ + and ^ are increasing in Pull and ^ is decreasing in Pull.
Comparing Figures 5 and 6 to Figures 3 and 4, it is clear that failing to control for the compromise
e¤ect when estimating the model separately for each treatment introduces a sizeable bias in the
estimates of

and .

As can be seen in the right panel of Figure 5, the Pull treatment manipulation of the compromise
e¤ect is strong enough to generate estimates of

that are either signi…cantly smaller than 0 (Pull

-2) or signi…cantly larger than 0 (Pull 2). Furthermore, as can be seen from Figure 6, the Pull
treatment manipulation of the compromise e¤ect causes estimates of

to vary from 1:059 (Pull

2) to 1:746 (Pull -2). The former estimate is not signi…cantly di¤erent from 1 at the 10% level,
suggesting that the compromise e¤ect can create the appearance of no loss aversion.
31
We note that the parameter estimates in Tables 1 and 3 are in fact not too dissimilar, but we believe this similarity
is coincidental and this would not be the case had we used di¤erent Pull treatments in the experiment.
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FIGURE 5. Estimates of , + , and
by Pull treatment, from the model without the compromise
e¤ect. This …gure is analogous to Figure 3, except that the estimated model does not control for the
compromise e¤ect.

As above, we formally test the impact of the compromise e¤ect by specifying all parameters as
linear functions of the Pull variable and of a dummy that indicates if the participant was in the
EV treatment. The results are presented in Table 4. ^ 1 is signi…cant at the 1% level and positive
in all three columns (including in the column corresponding to the incentivized Part A), providing
formal support for Hypothesis 3a. The implied di¤erences between the estimates in the Pull -2
and the Pull 2 treatments are sizeable: for , the implied di¤erence is 0:168 (4
^ , the corresponding …gure is 0:252 (4

0:042), and for

0:063). ^ 1 is highly statistically signi…cant and negative,

thus supporting Hypothesis 3b. The implied di¤erence between ^ in the Pull -2 and the Pull 2
treatments is 0:588 (4

0:147).
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FIGURE 6. Estimates of by Pull treatment from the
model without the compromise e¤ect, for Parts A-D together. This …gure is analogous to Figure 4, except that
the estimated model does not control for the compromise
e¤ect.

<INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE>
The evidence thus strongly supports Hypotheses 3a and 3b and suggests that many existing results based on experiments using the MPL elicitation method may be severely biased due to the
compromise e¤ect.

7

How Large is the Compromise E¤ect?
Having demonstrated that the compromise e¤ect can have a signi…cant impact on choice in a

MPL setting, we now obtain a rough estimate of its importance relative to the prospects’monetary
outcomes.
To do so, we make an assumption that we show in the next paragraph is justi…ed empirically: the
magnitude of the compromise e¤ect and of the preference shocks scales linearly with the expected
utilities of the prospects on a screen. Formally, we assume that there is a constant
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> 0 such that

for all screens q,

(3)

=

q

jU (Pqf )j ;

where (as de…ned in Section 3.2) the parameter

q

regulates the relative importance of utility vs.

the other arguments (parameters for the compromise e¤ect and shocks), and U (Pqf ) is the expected
utility of the …xed prospect on screen q. Thus, for the prospects from Part A (which are all in the
gain domain, allowing us to ignore the absolute value sign), we can substitute

U (Pqf ) for

q

in Equation (2) of our model. It follows that a participant will prefer the alternative Pqi over the
…xed prospect Pqf in row i of screen q if and only if

U (Pqi )
() U (Pqi )
where (1 +
with (1 +

i)
i)

= (1

= (1 +

ci ) 1
ci ) 1

1

1

U (Pqf ) +
U(

i

Pqf ) >

ci U (Pqf ) >

q "q

q "q ,

. For the prospects from Part B, a similar equivalence holds, but

. Therefore, our assumption enables us to quantify the in‡uence of a

compromise e¤ect ci as the factor (1 +

i)

by which the screen’s …xed prospect would have to be

multiplied to have the same e¤ect on choice. Equivalently,

i

is the magnitude of the compromise

e¤ect measured in terms of a fraction of monetary value of the screen’s …xed prospect (with a
negative value meaning that the compromise e¤ect makes the …xed prospect less likely to be chosen).
We now assess our assumption in equation (3) empirically. Recall from Section 3.3 that, to
estimate our models, we group screens together that have similar expected values of their …xed
prospects and estimate a common ^ q for each group. De…ning (and slightly abusing) some notation,
^ (Pq~f ) denote the expected utility of the …xed prospect on screen q~ calculated using the model
let U
^q~2q [jU
^ (Pq~f )j]
parameters estimated from the speci…cation with the compromise e¤ect; and let E
^ (Pq~f )’s across all the screens q~ in group q. (Because
denote the mean of the absolute values of these U
^ (Pq~f )’s, each U
^ (Pq~f ) has roughly the same magnitude as the
the screens in a group have similar U
group mean.) The empirical counterpart to equation (3) would be a multiplicative relationship
^q~2q [jU
^ (Pq~f )j] that is the same across di¤erent groups q. Figure 7 illustrates this
between ^ q and E
relationship in our data. As can be seen, for the three sets of estimation results (Parts A-D together,
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Part A, and Part B), ^ q indeed appears to be reasonably well approximated as a multiplicative
^q~2q [jU
^ (Pq~f )j]. Moreover, the multiplicative constant ^ is nearly the same across
constant times E
the three sets of results, ranging from 0:32 to 0:36.32

FIGURE 7. Relationship between ^ q and the expected utility of a screen’s …xed prospect. See text for details.

Using the estimated ^ for each of the three sets of results, Table 5 presents estimates of the
strength of the compromise e¤ect, ^i , for each row i on a screen (because this is meant to be an
approximation, we omit standard errors).
<INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE>
Our estimates of the strength of the compromise e¤ect in a screen’s …rst and last rows (where their
impact is largest) range in magnitude from

17% to

23% of the monetary value of the screen’s

…xed prospect. We interpret such magnitudes as non-trivial.
32
^q~2q [jU
^ (Pq~f )j], the intercept is signi…cantly larger than 0 but relatively
In OLS regressions of ^ q on a constant and E
small for all three sets of estimation results. For the estimates of ^ that we report here, we set the intercept equal
to 0.
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8

E¤ect of Displaying the Gambles’ Expected Values on Estimated Risk Preferences
Displaying the expected value may anchor the participants on the expected value (Tversky and

Kahneman, 1974) and make their preferences more risk neutral.33 We therefore hypothesize that
(1) ^ + and ^

will shift toward 0 in the EV treatment, and (2) ^ will shift toward 1 in the EV

treatment.
Online Appendix Figures 1-4 show estimates of ^ and ^ for the subsamples corresponding to
the two EV treatments, with 95% con…dence intervals. Displaying the expected value does not
appear to a¤ect estimated risk or loss aversion. In addition, none of the estimates of ^ 2 and of
^ in Table 4 are statistically distinguishable from zero. Thus, like Lichtenstein, Slovic, and Zink
2
(1969) and Montgomery and Adelbratt (1982) but unlike Harrison and Rutström (2008), we do not
…nd support for the hypothesis that the EV treatment shifts ^ + and ^

toward 0 and ^ toward

1. As discussed in the introduction, a key di¤erence between our experiment and Harrison and
Rutström’s (2008) is that the prospects in the latter are more complex, involving four possible
outcomes. It is possible that participants intuitively estimate the prospects’expected values in our
experiment but are not able to accurately do so in Harrison and Rutström’s experiment, and that
providing expected value information is therefore redundant in our experiment but not in theirs.

9

Conclusion
In this paper, we estimate an econometric model that explicitly takes into account the compro-

mise e¤ect and thus disentangles it from risk preference parameters. The resulting risk-preference
estimates are robust: the inferred risk parameters essentially do not change with exogenous manipulations of the compromise e¤ect. Without parameters for the compromise e¤ect, however,
we replicate the …nding from prior work that risk-preference estimates are sensitive to exogenous
manipulations of the compromise e¤ect.
As in T&K, our estimation of the prospect-theory parameters has assumed that the reference
33

Furthermore, to the extent that risk aversion over small-stakes prospects and loss aversion are due to cognitive
errors in comprehending the value of a prospect, displaying information that is useful for assessing a prospect’s
value— such as its expected value— may decrease small-stakes risk aversion and loss aversion. Motivated by that
hypothesis, Benjamin, Brown, and Shapiro (2013) examined a similar manipulation.
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point is the participant’s status-quo wealth. Köszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007) have argued that
the assumption that the reference point is the participant’s (possibly stochastic) expectation of
wealth provides a better explanation of risk-taking behavior in a variety of contexts. Could a
version of prospect theory in which the reference point re‡ects a participant’s expectations explain
why the manipulations of the choice set in‡uence the estimated preference parameters (when we
do not include parameters for the compromise e¤ect)? This question poses a challenging research
program. Modeling the reference point as an expectation would not merely make the reference point
depend on the alternative options in the current choice problem but also on the sequence of choice
problems that have been faced already, as well as the experimental instructions. Existing work
provides little guidance on modeling these complex relationships, and many ad hoc assumptions
would be needed.34
Our analysis also raises the question of why loss aversion estimates vary across published studies.
Wakker (2010, p.265) concludes that “loss aversion is volatile and depends much on framing, and
[Tversky and Kahneman’s (1992) loss aversion estimate]

= 2:25 cannot have the status of a

universal constant.” Estimates of loss aversion range from 0.74 to 8.27 in one pair of reviews:
Booij, van Praag, and Kullenís (2010, Table 1) and Abdellaoui, Bleichrodt, and Paraschiv (2007,
Tables 1 and 5). Identifying the aspects of this variation that can be explained by the compromise
e¤ect (and perhaps other context e¤ects) constitutes a promising future research program.
A limitation of our paper is that the compromise-e¤ect parameter values we estimate are
speci…c to our experimental setting, and thus cannot be extrapolated to other settings. However, the methodology we demonstrate— jointly estimating the compromise e¤ect and preference
parameters— can be applied and extended in at least three useful directions.
First, the compromise-e¤ect controls that we propose here can be used not only to improve
the robustness of estimates of risk preference parameters, but also of parameter estimates for any
other preferences elicited using MPLs, including time and other-regarding preferences. Second, our
34
One simple but extreme possibility that has been explored (Sprenger, 2015) is that the …xed prospect in the
current choice problem’s price list pins down a participant’s expectation. We note that since the …xed prospect was
held constant across our scale manipulations, the scale e¤ects we …nd could not be explained by a version of prospect
theory with this model of reference point formation.
Song (2015) examines a natural implementation of the reference-point-as-expectations model in an experiment in
which participants experience a binary gamble before facing a single Multiple Price List. He …nds evidence that the
reference point is determined partially by expectations set by the earlier gamble. This evidence, however, does not
bear on whether the reference-point-as-expectations theory could also explain the compromise e¤ect that we explore.
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method can be applied to other settings where the compromise e¤ect may play a role, such as
Choi, Fisman, Gale, and Kariv’s (2007) graphical interface for eliciting preferences, or Andreoni
and Sprenger’s (2012) convex time budget procedure for eliciting time preferences, or consumer
choices in the kinds of settings that originally motivated the psychology and marketing research
on compromise e¤ect (Simonson 1989). Finally, the same econometric procedure we implement
here— estimating a discrete-choice model that includes additional parameters that capture location
in the choice set— could also be applied to measure and control for other types of context e¤ects,
such as a tendency to choose items that happen to come at the beginning of a list of alternatives
(e.g., as in election ballots; e.g., Koppell and Steen 2004).

30
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Table 1. ML Estimates of Selected Parameters in the Model with the Compromise
E¤ect

,

+,

Parts A-D
Together
0.242***

Part A (Gain
Domain Only)
0.448***

Part B (Loss
Domain Only)
-0.106**

(0.016)

(0.020)

(0.043)

0.619***

0.564***

0.690***

(0.015)

(0.015)

(0.022)

1.119***

0.858***

1.471***

(0.025)

(0.033)

(0.061)

-0.091***

-0.134***

-0.144***

1.311***
(0.034)

,
,

+,
+

,

1
2

Log-likelihood
Wald test for 1 ;
Parameters
Individuals
Observations

2

(0.012)

(0.018)

(0.018)

-0.008***

0.002

-0.004*

(0.001)

(0.002)

(0.002)

-55,379
p < 1 10
19
493
30,566

10

-23,915
p < 1 10
10
493
13,804

10

-25,400
p < 1 10
10
493
13,804

10

NOTE: Standard errors are clustered by participant. The log-likelihood statistic is for the model without
clustering. The Wald test is for the joint signi…cance of 1 and 2 .
* signi…cant at 10% level; ** signi…cant at 5% level; *** signi…cant at 1% level.
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Table 2. ML Estimates of Selected Parameters in the Parameterized Model with the
Compromise E¤ect
Parts A-D
Part A (Gain Part B (Loss
Together
Domain Only) Domain Only)
+
,
,
0.206***
0.423***
-0.118**
0
1
2

(0.026)

(0.028)

(0.052)

0.008

0.011

-0.032

(0.017)

(0.018)

(0.026)

0.058*

0.033

0.002

(0.035)

(0.039)

(0.067)

0.556***

0.505***

(0.019)

(0.018)

1.190***

0.911***

0.617***
(0.027)
1.524***

1.271***

0

(0.053)

-0.053*

1

(0.029)

0.075

2

(0.074)

,
,

+,
+

,

1
2

Log-likelihood
Wald test for 1 ;
Parameters
Individuals
Observations

2

(0.037)

(0.048)

(0.086)

-0.090***

-0.139***

-0.142***

(0.012)

(0.018)

(0.018)

-0.008***

0.002

-0.005**

(0.001)

(0.002)

(0.002)

-55,225
p < 1 10
53
493
30,566

10

-23,839
p < 1 10
26
493
13,804

10

-25,343
p < 1 10
26
493
13,804

10

NOTE: Standard errors are clustered by participant. The log-likelihood statistic is for the model without
clustering. The Wald test is for the joint signi…cance of 1 and 2 .
* signi…cant at 10% level; ** signi…cant at 5% level; *** signi…cant at 1% level.
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Table 3. ML Estimates of Selected Parameters in Model Without the Compromise
E¤ect
Parts A-D Part A (Gain Part B (Loss
Together Domain Only) Domain Only)
+
,
,
0.203***
0.363***
-0.010
(0.012)
(0.014)
(0.022)
1.337***
(0.027)

,
,

+,
+

,

Log-likelihood
Parameters
Individuals
Observations

0.574***

0.538***

0.615***

(0.010)

(0.011)

(0.013)

1.123***

0.958***

1.296***

(0.016)

(0.020)

(0.030)

-59,957
17
493
30,566

-25,604
8
493
13,804

-28,141
8
493
13,804

NOTE: Standard errors are clustered by participant. The log-likelihood statistic is for the model without
clustering.
* signi…cant at 10% level; ** signi…cant at 5% level; *** signi…cant at 1% level.
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Table 4. ML Estimates of Selected Parameters in the Parameterized Model Without
the Compromise E¤ect
Parts A-D Part A (Gain Part B (Loss
Together Domain Only) Domain Only)
+
,
,
0.196***
0.353***
-0.003
0
(0.016)
(0.018)
(0.026)
0.042***
0.041***
0.063***
1
2
0

(0.009)

(0.012)

(0.012)

0.001

0.003

-0.022

(0.023)

(0.029)

(0.030)

0.535***

0.497***

0.577***

(0.012)

(0.014)

(0.016)

1.143***

0.980***

1.305***

(0.022)

(0.028)

(0.037)

-59,427
51
493
30,566

-25,406
24
493
13,804

-27,852
24
493
13,804

1.318***
(0.040)

1

-0.147***
(0.022)

2

0.086
(0.059)

,
,

+,
+

,

Log-likelihood
Parameters
Individuals
Observations

NOTE: Standard errors are clustered by participant. The log-likelihood statistic is for the model without
clustering.
* signi…cant at 10% level; ** signi…cant at 5% level; *** signi…cant at 1% level.
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Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

Table 5. Implied Impact of the Compromise E¤ect Expressed as a
Fraction of the Monetary Value of a Screen’s Fixed Prospect (^i )
Parts A-D Together
Part A (Gain Part B (Loss
Prospects from Part A Prospects from Part B Domain Only) Domain only)
1
-0.18
0.19
-0.20
0.17
2
-0.13
0.14
-0.14
0.12
3
-0.08
0.08
-0.07
0.06
4
-0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
5
0.06
-0.06
0.07
-0.05
6
0.14
-0.13
0.14
-0.12
7
0.23
-0.21
0.22
-0.18

NOTE: As explained in the text, these …gures are approximate.
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11

APPENDIX: Screenshots of the Experiment

Screenshots of a randomly selected screen from each part of the experiment are shown below
for a participant in the Pull -1 and EV treatments. Each scenario appears on a separate screen in
the experiment.
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